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Digital multimeter  

PRODUCT INFORMATION SHEET

Product description
High-quality digital multimeter used to diagnose and detect faulty components of electrical installations. Used 
in the automotive, electrical and installation industries, and especially in the installation of photovoltaic panels. 
Particularly useful when working on installations with voltage up to 2000 V.

Characteristics
 . DATA HOLD keeps the currently measured value on the display;
 . SELECT – function selection;
 . temperature measurement from -40°C to 1000°C / -4ºF~1832ºF by means of included thermocouple makes it 

easy to detect faulty components of electrical installations;
 . NCV enables non-contact detection of live current in cables;
 . multimeter measures AC and DC voltage up to 2000 V, DC and AC current up to 400 mA and resistance up to 

400 MΩ, capacitance up to 400 μF and frequency up to 4 MHz;
 . diode test and continuity test as well as hFE, PNP and NPN transistors test;
 . large LCD screen with white backlight enabling display and reading the result of 4000 even in the dark;
 . rubber casing protects against mechanical damage;
 . comfortable, ergonomic, compact shape enables comfortable single-hand operation;
 . powered by 1x9 V 6F22 battery, longer battery life thanks to auto power off function;
 . a stand on the back of the body enables to position the device for better visibility od of displayed data, special 

holders for attaching cables and a bracket  
for hanging the multimeter on the wall;

 . test leads included.

Technical data
AC voltage measurement: 0-2000 V
DC voltage measurement: 0-2000 V
AC current measurement: max. 400 mA
DC current measurement max. 400 mA
Capacitance measurement: max. 400 uF
Resistance measurement: max.400 MΩ
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Frequency measurement: max 4 MHz
Temperature measurement: od -400C do +10000C
Transistor test: YES
Diode test: YES
Continuity test: YES
NCV: YES


